Running Target Mixed-Team European Cup 2017
It is our pleasure to invite you to participate in the first Running Target Mixed-Team European Cup.
The cup will be carried out in three competitions. A team consists of one man (or man junior) and one women (or
women junior). In order to participate in the European Cup, a team needs to participate in at least two of the three
competitions, while the composition of the team can be changed between competitions. The two qualification
results get added up and the team with the highest total results wins the cup. If a team participates in all three
competitions only the two best results will be taken into account.
The three competitions are:
The Grand Prix in Plzen (CZE)
The International Competition in Munich (GER)
The Training Camp in Lingolsheim (FRA)

12. – 15.01.
02. – 05.02.
17. – 19.02.

Entry fee & Announcement:
The entry fee in each of the three competitions amounts to 20 € per team (10 € go to the organizer of the
competition, 10 € go to the prize money).
A separate registration is not necessary; it can be done locally at the competitions.
Class and Prizes:
The competition is held in an open class.
The best team wins the “Running Target Mixed-Team European Cup“ for one year.
Teams on ranks 1 to 3 will be honored with medals and certificates.
Furthermore the prize money will be distributed to the teams on ranks 1 to 3.
If you have any further questions, do not hesitate to write to matthias.mail.1@gmx.de
Rules for the three competitions:
Qualification:
Each team shoots 40 shots in the mixed run.
Both team members are shooting together on one range. The male team member is standing on the left; the female
team member is standing on the right side.
Sighting shots: Each team performs 8 sighting shots (4 for each team member; 2 slow, 2 fast). The order of the
sighting shots is decided by the teams. At first the male team member does 2 shots; after that the female athlete
does 2 shots; and so on….
All sighting shots are on command of the shooters.
Example: Male: Fast/Fast; Female: Slow/Slow; Male: Slow/Slow; Female: Fast/Fast
Match: Each team does 40 shots in mixed run. At first the male team member does 2 shots; after that the female
team member does 2 shots. This procedure is continued until the team has finished all 40 shots.
The four best teams of the qualification proceed to the Medal Matches.
In case of a tie in the qualification the ranking of the teams is decided by a shot off. Each team does two shots on
command (male athlete one shot from right to left, female athlete one shot from left to right). The target speed is
fast run. The results (decimals) of the two shots get added up and the team with the higher results wins the shot off.

Medal Matches:
In the Medal Matches the winner of the qualification shoots the first semifinal against the team on rank 4. The
second semifinal is fought out between the teams on rank 2 and 3. The winners of the semifinals are qualified for
the final match for gold and silver, the losers shoot in the match for the bronze medal.
The speed of the target in the Medal Matches is fast run.
Like in the qualification, both team members shoot together on one range. The male athlete is standing on the left;
the female athlete is standing on the right.
Each team gets 4 sighting shots (2 for each team member). For first sighting shot (male athlete one shot from right
to left) commands are given, all the other sighting shots are on command of the athletes.
All match shots are started on command.
In the Medal Matches both athletes load at the same time. Then the first shot (target from right to left) is performed
by the male athlete. After that only the command “Attention, 3, 2, 1, start” is given and the second shot is
performed by the female athlete. The results (decimals) of the 2 shots get added and the team with the higher result
gets a point.
This procedure is continued until one team reaches 6 points (with 2 points difference).

